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relevant pitch movements are related to cc rrcsponding activities 
on the part of the speaker. These are assum(:d to be characterized 
by discrete commands to the vocal cords and should be recoverable 
as so many discrete events in the resulting pitch contours, which 
may present themselves at first sight as continuous variations iii 
time. 

In the following pages WC will report on a method capable of 
providing a means of checking the lypothescs involved in this as- 
sumption. Such a method had to be suitable for establishing rules 
that seem to control the activities of the speaker in generating 
these contours as well as their interpretation by the listentr per- 
ceiving them. 

In Section 2 a number of techniques, together constituting what 
WP rail the methm-4 of y . . Y YU_ &.A*” 11-u CIIVU ‘neye p ti~a! ana1 Isis’ 

q . 8 
-All hn rlficm=;haA ‘V111 Ub UC3bllUCU. 

This method will be applied in a study of Dutch intonation in a 
way that makes the analysi:, objectively manageable and the va- 
lidity of the rules to be derived therefrom experimentall:r veri- 
fiable. 

The results to be given in Section 3 have been selected to illus- 
trate the outcome of this approach ant bi137,id be interpreted as a 
reflection of work in progress. 

In order to provide an outline againt which the actual investi- 
g&ions should be seen, a number o considerations should be 
mentioned. These are constituted by tte inclusion or exclusion of 
notions, derived from others as wel” as leveloped by ourselves. 

1. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 

A major consideration is that it is possible to make use of the 
mtemal representation of language pat.terns in a native speaker. 
This faculty, which will be employed tl roughout our investigations 
of pitch phenomena, can be used at I he outset to provide a cri- 
Orion for the selection of speech mater ral to be studied. 

This consideration implies that linguistic structuring as such is 
not :Lt issue, which means in practicfe, that the actual material 
chosen need not in all rzspects corresplcnd to a particular linguistic 
unit, such as a sentence. 

/Lnother important consideration is *hat exclusive regard for the 
distinctive function cannot possibly 1 Je expected to result in the 
establishing of features that are characteristic of a particular 
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language. In fqct. we believe that study of the non-distincrive 
features is more promising for an understanding of what really 
goes on in intonation. Thus we axe in agreement with the intui- 
tive notio 1s about the important contribution of intonational 
features totiards characterizing a particular language, a fact amply 
confirmed by Delattre et al. (1965;~ 

Some notions that we originally held wt~e rejected in favour of 
ideas suggested by others: this applies to the consideration put 
forward by Lieberman (private communication) that a speaker has 
a~ idea of what he is about to say and, in modulating his voice, 
will therefare carry out pitch movements at the beginning, antici- 
patory to those that are still to follow. This notion is contrary to 
the one we entertained at one time, which was to the effect that 
from a study of theI intonation of words in isolation, -h-rqpterised L _A&.,” 
by different accent patterns, one could hope to set up rules from 
which could be derived car-esponding rules accounting for the into- 
nation of kuger stretches. 

Another notion we cherish& namely, that in spite of the conti- 
nuity with which pitch contours present themselves to the investi- 
gator, they may yest be ultimately derived from a number of dis- 
crete events in time, found experimental support in the work of 
IsaCenko and ScMdlich (1964). Working with vocodcr processed 
speech characterized by stcplike changes in Fa in otherwise mo- 
notonous stretches, they were abh 10 have their subjects respond 
in a way they could havt dont to corresponding natural pitch 
patterns. 

Finally, to obviate the seemingly hopeless task of inductively 
finding regularities in pitch measurements on a large smount of 
speech material, we consciously looked for a method of a’n ‘active’ 
analysis on a perceptual basis. This principle was partly inspired 
by seeing Mattingly’s work in progress at the J.S.K.U. 

2.1. Analytic listming 

The method of perceptual analysis 1 2s three aspects, the first of 
which, analytic listening, was treated more fully at the 5th ICA at 
LiGge. In this technique, successive 30 ms gated voiced r,&s of 
utterances were matched for pitch by ear with Gmlar synthetic- 
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aZly generated acoustic signals of adjustable and measurable fre- 
quency. 

2.2. Active avwlysis 

The second aspect is termed active analysis, thus indicating a 
procedure in which ideas about the origin of the phenomena to be 
measured are intrcduced in order to play an active part in the 
analysis itself. This procedure can take different forms: in our case, 
a preliminary set ol notions that were supposed to account for the 
measurements were formulated explicitly, so as to1 give rise to pre- 
dictions about the pitch patterns of utterances for visual compari- 
son with actual measurements. (About this technique cf. Cohen and 
‘t Hart, 1965). A second form of active analysis, subsequently em- 
ployed by us as a logical consequence of the first, consists in using 
a tool, to be called an Intonator (cf. Cooper, 194!), constructed for 
the purpose of generating the predicted pitch patterns. This pro- 
cedure is largely similar to the principle of analysis by synthesis as 
used to check the acoustic theory of speech production to account 
for the spectral composition of vowel-like sounds. 

Since the predicted pitch patterns could be formulated basically 
in terms of a continuous and gradual fall-off during the utterance, 
iaterrupted 1,s’ rises and falls at discrete moments, the tool to be 
constructed should contain a function generator meeting these de- 
mands: unless directed otherwise it should generzte a gradual 
downward slope, and moreover be capable of producing steep rises 
or falls of prescribed slopes when triggered to these ends at specific 
moments in time. For the latter purpose an active counter is used. 

This generator controls the repetition rate _Fo of an artificial 
voice source forming part of the synthesis end of a convential 
analysis-synthesis circuit as known from telephony. The circuit is 
fed by natural speech, recorded on a loop of tape. 

The result is that the original intonation of the recorded utter- 
anc- G is rephced by an artificial intonation, while the remaining 
overall acoustic characteristics of speech, spectral, temporal, and 
dynamic, are preserved well enough for giving the output speech a 
natura! character. 

set-up enabled us to jrldge the thus processed speech utter- 
ances fDr acceptability with respect to pitch contours. In this way, 
adhering to the practice of analysis by synthesis, we substitute for 
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comparison by eye of measured and predicted curves, CLS plot ted on 
I)aper, an auditory comparison of intcrnrr!!y rtprPcPn+ed and syn- 
thetically generated patterns. 

-_-___--___-_-____--------- 

acrwe counter 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Intonator. In (a) the word content of the OI-I~I- 
nal speech message is preserved while its pitch information is lt St; m (b) a 
new pitch contour can be generated by a function generator co +4ling a~ 
*artificial voice source; in (c) the commands m time to the functic’n generator 

are selected with an active counter. 

Fig. 1 gives an outline of the apparatus needed for the purpose mentlti,rred. 
A set of filters, each followed by a rectlflt*r, measures the speLtld1 compo- 
sition of the input speech in terms of SO many DC-voltages as functions of 
time. Meanwhile, a voiced-unvoiced detecl or serves to determine the chorce 

of either a voice or a noise source. The signals ErorrL thl:se sources are led to 
a second bank of, in principle, identical filters, whose outputs are regulated 
in amplitude by modulators, controlled by the DC- uroltages obtained in 
analysis. The voace source is controlled bv a ft:zLtron generator, by which 
t?E hC??f?f~iiii S.tC! ic, vakl as logarithmic functions of time. I o these 
functions can be added, to a variable degree, the output of an envelope 
detector, causing the frequency to go up and down with the amphtude of 
the speech input, A 1600 Hz high-pass filterf,?d shunt is included in thp 
system to improve intelligibility, mainly with respect to stops ami incatives. 
Experimental evidence shows that pitch information present in this higher 
frequency region leaves the pitch impression derived from the artificial 
voice source completely unaffected. It can be easily demonstrated e.g., that 
the system, set for constant FO, gives rise to a monotone impression in spite 
of the natural inflections contained in the input speech. 
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The device termed active counter above provides, within a maximum 
cycle duration of 10 seconds, a number of ~)V!SPS z,t nioments in time accu- 
rate to the nearest millisecond, related to a zero moment at reset given by 
a pulse on the . econd track of the tape loop. These moments, at which the 
various ramps of the function generator are trlgizered, can be varied at will 
and on the spot. 

On the basis of data obtained from the prediction method, it was thought 
feasible to impose a rc:lationship between the originally independent ramps. 
Within this relationship, the rate of change caln be controlled as a whole, 

The essential task of the Intonator consists in providing satis- 
factory contours for perceptual comparison with internally repre- 
sented pitch patterns, rather than in copying in detail the pitch of 
thp input speech. Hence it becomes possible to look consciously for 
a manageable reduction of the number of degrees of freedom of the 
system. The restriction we adopted is calculated to preserve the 
freedom to vary the time pattern of the pitch configurnti~, which 
ic deemed essential in or,lr general approach. 

The third aspect of perceptual analysis can be designated synthe- 
sis by rule (cf. Liberman et al., 1959). This term is used to dis- 
tinguish a procedure of sgeech generation based on an inventory of 
prescriptions from one in which the parameters are derived from 
acoustic representations of actually s-poken utterances. Normally, 
synthesis by rule constitutes an ideal which, if fulfilled, would 
enable the investigator to show, by using the explicit knowledge in 
quantitative terms, that he has succeeded in giving an adequate 
analysis of the phenomenon he has been studying. In our case this 
could mean application of a readily asailablc set of rules which 
would result in making audible satisfactory intonation patterns for 
any Dutch utterance. 

In practice, even though we are still far removed from this ideal, 
we have nevertheless been able to apply this technique. Indeed, in 
the process of active analysis, in order to study the effect of 
changing one parameter, it is desirable to lay down, for the time 
being, specific values for the remaining parameters. Thus, e.g., in 
the stage where we made predictions, the moments where rises and 

s should occur were taken for granted in an effort to determine 
their respective slopes, whereas, in a later stage, we included the 

ledge obtained about these slopes in the Intonator, in order to 
examine their locations in time. 
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3. RESULTS 

The presentation of the results will reflect the operations we 
carried out on the pitch material through a number of sections, 
each laying bare characteristics which can be distinguished as being 
superimposed one upon the other. 

Tnree classes of phenomena can now be described. First, a basic 
class, to be called ‘major’, characterized by a pitch pattern re- 
coverable from any Dutch speech input material; by the same token 
it should provide the basis for the synthetic pattern to hc generated. 
Second, a class containing features depending in the majority of 
cases on the incidental word usage, to be called *minor’. Both 
major and minor pitch movements can be taken to result from the 
speaker’s commands, contrary to the features belonging to the 
third class, to be called ‘micro’ which are solely a consequence of 
physiologically determined factors. The latter statement does not 
exclude the presence of involuntary phenomena within the other 
two classes. 

3.1. Major class $henomena 

The canonical pattern of the major class was found to resemble 
a hat (see Fig. 2). It is composed of, from left to right, an initial 

0 I 2 3 E 5 6 7 i 9 Ill II 12 13ct_ T!h. 

/ I I(mu t c r s m9Kl e r a 
toh ea ra bpo”u 

K a 
I ‘m s urpri beei 

/ 
t Lt 

Fig. 2. The ‘hat paktern’ constituting the canonical form of the major class 
of Dutch intonation as seen against actual measurements of the utterance 
ik meet eemt m’s #bren jazkken (I’ve got to fetch my clothes first). This 
pattern consists of three segments of declination (a), (c). [e) , rise (b), and 

faU (d). 
For the convenience of readers unacquamted with Dutch a comparable 

example for English is added underneath the phonetic transcription of the 
Dutch sentence. (The hat pattern illustrated on Dutch material is not sup- 
posed to represent the proper intonation for the English example). 
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gradual fall-off, to be called declination; a steep rise, an upward 
+ifted segment ,Df d&nation line, a steep fall, and a final decli- 
nation which is the extensn ‘or, of the initial declination line. 

From this pattern, depencling on the presence or absence of the 
three subsections of the dec’tination, seven other forms can be de- 
rived (see Fig, 3). 

Fig. 3. Val lous forms of the hat pattern. Left column: rise and fall on sepa- 
rate :,yllabl 3s with various types of occurrence of declination. Right column: 

the same, with rise and fall OIL oqe syllable. 

The slope of the declin=rticn SC turned out to be 3%, that of 
the rise 2!5$& and that of the fall 50% every 100 ms in a normal 
Gtuation, whereas in emphatic conditions these slope values are 
Increased proportionally. 

The duration of a rise is normally about iG0 ms, and for a fall 
we find about 75 ms. Again, in emphatic conditions, these values 
may be increased. 

The position of rise and fall coincides with prominent syllables 
of those words that pray a dominant part In the utterance. In most 
cases, thf vowel part of the promir ent syll;lble contains at least a 
part of these movements. 

The pl:rceptual tolerance of the precise location of rises and falls 
has &en determined experimentally by means of the Intonator. 
The most important conditioning factor in this respect was found 
to be *:he na.ture of the surrounding consonants, a rise, for instance, 

ng to take shape earlier with *unvoiced prevocalic consonants 
than Wh voiced ones. 

e fn s, denoted as e-h in Fig. 3, imply coincidence of both 
rise and falI on a single syllable. 
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Although the major pattern, the hat, is presented here as a con- 
tinuum, it is, of course, interrupted in reality by unvoiced parts of 
the utterance. 

3.2. A&tar class +henomenlz 

Having found a singk pattern characterizing thz major class, we 
have thus far found four unrelated features belonging to the minor 
class. 

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the hat pattern can be preceded by an 

Fig. 4. Four features of thr, minor class (shown by the con’tinuous line) : 
anticipatory dip (a) ; dent in the hat patterE\ (b) ; end wtiggle, non-final (c) ; 
end wriggle, final (d). AS a reference, the &tted line represents the con- 

struction accordmlg to the rules. 

anticipatory dip, (a). A second feallure is to be found between the 
rise and the fall, causing a dent in thr hat pattern, (b). A third 
feature, in complexes of hat patterns, a,ppears as an uj~ard wriggle 
followed by resumption of the pitch as an extensior! of the decli- 
nation line, (c). The fourth feature consists of a lkrmlnal wriggle at 
the end of a hat pattern, after which the pitch, is resumed inde- 
pendently of the previous contour, (d), 

As for a quantitative specification of these featur;?s, this can as 
yet be given only for the dent, the shape of which can be described 
in terms of a fall and a rise,, which ma,y be separated by a segment 
of declination line. The rise coincides wsth a domkant w~,rd and 
has, jusi as tilt: iaii, the same slope as those in the :&at pattern. In 
spite of the outwa., t,J resemblance of Fig. 4b ::o a complex of two 
hat patterns, a number of characteristics of the first fall plead for 
a description as a dent in a single hat pattern. These characteristics, 
as opposed to those of th e second fall, are list led below. 
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Non-dominant word Dominant word 

The in! mediately preceding word 
is damn nant, and bears r2 rise on 
Its prominent syllable 

Stati ot fall preferably in unvoiced 
interval 

The immearately preceding wcrd 
need not be dominant 

Start of fall preferably in vowel 

Fall tends to undershoot the ex- 
tended declination lme. 

Fall tends to overshoot the ex- 
tendecn declination line. 

3.3. ill icro dass fihenomena 

II-I r$+trations of pitch measurements we found slight eleva- 
tions coinciding with all full vowels. Moreover, tlhe form of these 
elevations was found to depend on the nature of the surrounding 
consi,nants. Thus, e.g., the pitch contour of the voweii in this layer 
wa~ found to be different afttr an unvoiced preceding consonant 
from that after a voiced one (see Fig. 5). 

C I 

I V 

I;’ !cJ %‘ b 5. Illustration of a tsical macro feature : the effect on vowel pitch 
under the influenLe of preceding consonant, ---- when voiced; _______ 

when voiceless. 

I?. JkCUSSlON OF RESULTS 

In the following discussion, certain points wril be raised which 
are direct137 related to the results mentioned dXlVt3. 

In all three aspects of perceptual analysis described under 
Section 2 ‘Method’, analytic listening, active analysis and synthe- 
sis bq’ rule, the speech material used was preferably derived from 
LI tterances observed in natural speech situations (conversation, 
lr:ctures, etc.). In the majority of cases we ourselves were the only 
srlbjects, both in measuring and judging natural and synthetic 
irltonation contours. Whenever we enlisted other subjects, who 
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likewise fulfilled the condition of being native speakers of Dutch, 
no significant differences were found. 

The idea of trying to describe intonation patterns in terms of a 
number of classes in a certain hierarchical order, as also advocated 
by Fonagy (1965), originates from the con::,ideration that, in pro- 
ducing voice inflections, several controls functicln simultaneously 
reflecting the intricacies of linguistic structure as well as the physil 
ologic mechamsms. IIowever reliable acoustic metho& of measuring 
pitch contours may be, one cannot avoid being confronted with a 
superposition of features in these various postulate4 classes. 

The stylized hat pattern, presumably representaGve of the into- 
nation contour of a great number of utterances, frrlfils a function 
in thl; description of: Dutch pitch contour similar to Dclattre’s 
‘bird’ for German (1965). 

The concept of det:lination line has corm about as a result of a 
conscious search for a way of relating up or down t:xcursions to an 
average reference voice level. Such an aytieragc could not be C+ 
iablished as long a s v;le were thinking in tt:rms of a horizontal line, 
whose existence one tends impressionistically to assume. I’he so- 
lution of this probiem, viz., opting for a slil.;htly tilted line, turned 
out to correspond very well with the running down pattern that 
Bolinger suggests as a language universal in pitch contours. 

Introduction of this declination made it possible to accommodate 
rises and frills as discrete events in time, resulting in an overall 
contour which, when synthesized, sounds cluite natural. Although 
one is usually and understandably nnc!:ned to associate pitch with 
voiced parts of the utterance, clommands controlling rises or falls 
to take place in unvoiced parts Iof the utterance are not to be ex- 
cluded. As a consequence, rises or falls ma;{ not be found in the 
pitch conto:lr as such. 

Although the notion of dominance still requires a proper defi- 
. nition, we have been able ro handle it or1 an impressionistic basis, 

which by no means excludes a subsequent linguistic interpretation. 
While the hat p&tern has alretady prol~~td its use as a_ descriptive 

device, it. constitutes an intere:iting challenge with respect to its 
foundation in a linguistic or psychological reality. 

So far only qualitative results have received detailed mention; as 
for the quantitative results the following shc2uld bc pointed out.: the 

values given for the slopes of rise and fall must not be taken as 
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playing a decisive part in the pattern. It is rather the location of 
these move_nents that is highly critical, as could be established 
from tests for perceptual tolerance by means of the Intonator. 

Thus, for instance, when confronted with a fall, one has to de- 
termine its character :rs either the end r_rf 2 hat pattern or the 
beginning of a dent within. It turned out that under otherwise simi- 
lar conditions a shift of the inception of the fall over several tens 
of ms could determine the character of the fall either way, as 
illustrated in Eg. 6. 

6. lllustratton of the way in which a shift over several tens of ms of 
I may result m shapmg either a final or a non-final fall, thus giving 
to mterpretatlon of tile utterance in terms of two sentences (There is 

,z man. He wants to talk.) or one respectively (There is in man wishing to talk). 

~~-h~~ the iall at issue constitutes the end of a hat pattern, it is 
‘ final , in the o?her case, when part of a dent, ‘non-final’. 

ave every reason to believe that the final fall fulfils the 
<In of announcing the end of a unit of speech. 

We are wt I1 aware of the sevVr%re limitations the introduction of 
zthe hat p2ttxn preset& uk ‘&h respect to actual intonaticil. For that 
rC,-;ison ;~e b&?f.ve 5tx-ivp l - rl w accommodate as many minor features as 

to be z_ccounted for from a perceptrxal point of view. This 
~~~~~a~~ xr2plies thx 1:he feat urc inventory obtained so fx is by 
no means exhaustive, as becomes apparent from considering speech 
utteranc@s showing al;1 the diversifications to be observed in spon- 

nt mixor features require further comment. What 
Fig. 4~ can be considered an ‘inter-hat’ 

continuation of the original line of 
s for the r=ke Sustrated in Fig. 4d, this can be in- 

t-hat’ rkx. The difference between the two is 
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inherent not so much in the curve shapes but rather in the contours 
that follow: therefore, 4c can bfs designated as a feature of con- 
tinuation, and 4d of non-continuation, 

Instances of the! latter rise can be found at the end of utterances 
known as a certain type of interrogative sentence. This so-called 
question rise need not occur in dominant words or even on promi- 
nent syllables, as 0 pposeci CW fi~.ai falls. In other words, this rise 
should not be taken to replace a final fall, but must be seen as an 
added feature. 

As for the micro class, past experience wi?h the generation of 
synthetic speech had already *aught us the importance of such 
slight JQ movements towards obtaining naturalness of inflection 
such as could be derived from a coupling of the Fo control with the 
intensity. In actual speech, similar movements observed in pitch 
contours may e *,&Yp~ L- . 

tie exphned ;is cau3c *q--d by the i iifhtXK~ Cd the 
subglottal pressure. The effect illustrated in Fig. 5 can be adduced 
in support of this hypothesis. 

5. CRITICAL EVALUATION 

III the next part of our discussion we would l&e to compare a 
mmber of salient points in our approach with those of others. We 
have no reason to quarrel with Delattre’s statement; ‘The value of 
an investigation depends on its research technique’. 

We share his insistence on the importance of the non-distinctive 
characteristics of intonation. We therefore object to exclusive at- 
ten_tion being paid to the distinctive n&on of inionaiion, as is 
done in the work of IsaCenko and Sch lich (1964, 1955). 

Our experience in measuring pitch curves (matching technique) 
has shown three discrepancies between physical reality and sub- 
jective interpretation. First, the presumed pitch levels extending 
over entire syllables did not materialize. Second, in c@te a. few 
cacies parts of contours that seemed to obtrude themselves as un- 
mistakably high, proved to consist merely of rapid falls. This kind 
of outcome is in line with results Liebel-man (1965) obtained in 
asking trained linguists to judge pitch contours. Third, the experi- 
mentally established pheno;nenon of declination seems to elude 
normal observation. 

As major rises and falls in our treatment have been correlated 
with prominent syllables of dominant words, one may well ask how 
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prominence comes about in non-dominant words. -M!e would like to 
hypothesize that in these cases the otherwise concomitant features, - i 
such s duration, loudness and timbre, carry the brunt of con- 
veying prominence in tale absence of a dominating pitch accent. 
This would mean that the quest for hierarchical order among 
prominence features at the level of longer utterances has thus be- 
come largely irrelevant . 

Within the confines of the major class, two ways seem to be open 
for emphatic purposes: increase of the slope values as well as pro- 
longed duration. In our opinion no purpose will be served in trying 
ts opt for one of the two, since perceptually both pitch movements 
may have the same effect. 

At thpis juncture it r;eems opportune to state explicitly that the 
way followed by us is opposite to that followed in the majority of 
linguistic studies of pitch. The hope of correlating semantic cate- 
gories and intonation contours is fed !3y the criterion of distinctive- 
ness, and leads to the search for appropriate ‘tunes’ that in them= 

Ives seem to have the required semantic functjon. This approach, 
in our opinion, has too often led to disappointing results, as ian be 
seen from the following instances: 

Investigators have always been at pains to show that the end of 
a sentence co&ides with a final pitch fall. However, we have found, 
in I:. * p-9: with Lacer&o, that such a fall need not occur at the end of 
an utterance, but may be foilo-wed by one or m3re syEab!es on the 
line of declination. 

Another instance is provrded by the vexed problem of a special 
Interrogative intonation. For one thing, the semantic concept of a 
question is hard to delineate; for another,, the so-called typical 
question as manifested by a rising pitch at the end, need not be 
representative of questions in general (in the presence of other 
means, such LS word order, question particles, etc.), whereas such 
4 rrqe may be found in cases where no question is signalled. 

S3me or’ i5i~e ~5; lotions may be raised against the way Delattre 
pr~;~$;es the analysis of intonation contours by imposing concepts 
Irkle ‘finality, major continuation and minor continuation’ on his 
r1ater-S. 

av~ng discovered patterns of rises and falls in analytic listening, 
we s~b~qu~nt~~ were aMe to predict such rises and falls based on 
the notions of dominance of woros in the utterance. This particular 
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notion, which owes its origin to an impressionistic analysis of which 
any language user is capable, is now being investigated to give it 
firmer linguistic support. Tests carried out so far give us every 
reason to believe that some such relation between dominance and 
syntactic structuring will indeed be found. For instance, by shifting, 
with the help of the Intonator, the location of rise or fall, it is 
possible to bring about a corresponding shift in dominan:e, which 
may result in a charge of interpretation on the part of the subject. 

These tests dealir g with phenomena of the major clas!s can be 
extended to include the contribution of the features present in the 
minor class. Thus a dent in the hat pattern can be straightened out 
so as to lead to a construction of a simple hat pattern, a,nd both 
patterns can be presented for perceptual evaluation. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Our aim has been to study intonation features in a way by which 
we could dissociate ourselves from various more or less traditional 
approaches, which either show results that are largely uncorre- 
lated, or run the risk of reinaining withi? the limits of an im- 
pressionistic method. The method of prjrcept ual analysis adlaocated 
in this paper seems to be promising in so far as it enables us to 
systelmatize a limited set of preferential patterns, the underlying 
rules of which can be verified experimentally. 

In our opinion, reduction of the seemingly capricious pitch 
movements in speech to such rather simple patterns has been 
made possible largely through our assuming the operation of dis- 
crete commands on the speaker’s part in generating intonatjon. 

lnst&te for Perception Research, 

Eindhoven, Tke Netherlands 
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